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BELOW: Alex Ross, age 7. 

OPPOSITE: Superboy by Alex Ross, age 7 (1977). 

Air and Space Museum 
1977 



BELOW: Alex Ross, age 32. 

OPPOSITE: Superman by Alex Ross, age 32 (2002). 
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INTRODUCTION. 
There was something about the way Superman was 
lounging in his chair, It was more than the gut on him 
twas a sense of weight on his being, He was over 
wh T found this vision of a hero so compelling 
and powerful, Mex Ross always brings the mythical to 
reality for me, He connects me with shadows and flaws 
to the very fietional world of comic books. He gives me 
1 rope so [ean still climb up and dream, 

Mer The Sixth Sense, V1 
Unbreakable. Ww 1999.1 
talked over di 

11 work on my film 
ot in touch with Mex and we 

ner, Ftold him [was a fan, He was 
st and bowed a little, He said, “What are you 

king a movie about 
nic books. His eyebrows went up, whieh for Mlex is 

like jumping up and down, [told him I wanted to get 
his perspective on comies—pick his brain, He has been 
very patient and kind with me throughout our 
friendship, 1 told him we had pictures of his 
Superman and Batman artwork in our pre-production 

mt the movie, My team was usin offi his approach: 
side for how to make the unreal, real tocomie books as a 

Alex's vision, P'm sure, will stand the test of tine 
Because he connects us to the human condition, it will 

Mex sent me a large framed print of Batman 
loki 

City. 1h is in my house in the workout room next to 
hunched on a buildin Jown over Gotham 

real-life heroes like Muhammad Ali and Michael 
Jordan, There is something about the way Barman is 
positioned. the way he looks anxious and tense and 
wateliful, He seems real to me. [tis inspiring, 

Mo NiGur Suyawanas 



1 Aptiosls place, a glorious age, I tell you! 
Ary Neon Renaissance—And-the 
‘myths that actually touched you @t that 
time—not Hercules, Orpheu, Ulyyses and 
Jencas—but Superman, Captain Marvel, 
Batman. 

Tom Wotre 
The Electric Kool-Aid Acid Tet (1968). 

AND SO... 
Nelson Alexander Ross was born on 22, 

R 
ter,and his wife Lynette, a homemaker and former 
1970, in Portland, Oregon, to Clark Ross, a’ minis 

commercial illustrator. The youngest of four, little 
Alex immediately took to art, and filled his days 
with drawing, He loved comic books and was endlessly 
inspired by them. 

In 1978, Alex moved to Lubl 
his father would lead a United Church of Christ & 
ministry. This was to have a profound effeet 
him, With his brother and two sisters grow 
moved away, the change meant a dearth of children 
his age for companionship. There were-few 
parishioners as well, which often made for lonely 
Sunday mornings watching his father preach to as 
few as a dozen people. It was no 
attended dutifully and never fell into the ¢ havior typical of some “preacher's kids’ 

rwise rebel, He found bis only true re-creation ane he didn’t drink, do drugs, or ott 
art, Drawing demands solitude, and that’s what he had, That and an ache to 
lose himself in their many worlds, Eventually Alex found a way to interweave his own story 
with theirs, In some ways it seems predestined—he wanted everyone to appreciate his father, 

1 1996 (nine years after he graduate so why not make him into a comies character? An high 
school) he would literally do just that. In one of the neatest tricks ever of comics “casting,” Alex 

odel for Norman McCay, th 
examination of the DG Con 

used his father as the 1 protagonist of Kingdom Come, an epic 
ics Universe, In 

the years since, Alex's greatest triumph has 
been to_blur the line between fantasy and 

ty, to take a medium traditionally 
equipped with two dimensions and give it 
the illusion of a third. But first there would be 
a lot ef practice, schooling, trial, and failure. 

looks, 
ne Ross household, it wa 

MakingNmages is harder than 
But, 

a fami 
at Yeast ill 



e-1940s through the mid 
1950s, Ross's mother Lynette worked as a 

freela fashion illustrator 
drawings on the e two pages are 
most of them done in her late t 
early twenties, She had stud 
American Academy of Art, where her son 

forty-one years later, 
Remarkably, Ross was not gréatly inflii- 

enced by his mother's work growing ‘up, 
chiefly 

would follow her more 

use he hadn't seen her creating 
itty the time he was born she had long: 
since abandafied an artistic career to start a 
family. “I just didn’t really like doingat,” she 
temembers; “but it watia Way to/make my: 

Lown money and ger little indapendence. 
What I really wanted Was ta miarryand raise 
ciildren.” Ay skilléd|s she was, Lynette 
often felt the sting of an industry that was 
dorinated by men. “Not many girls did this 
kind of work at that time. It was clear that 
was only going to go so far.” ag 







Ci Kin lopening a box of old stuff in 
Hers basement, encountering seven con 

Justice struction paper figures oft 
ve to shoot 

ALEX Boss [peering into the box, horri 
fied’: Oi. no. Absolutely not 

Ck: What 
show thes 

leven when | 

AR: Besides, L remember: 1 made them 
look goofy on purpose. It was an experi 
ment, Like the Super Friends. 

Ck: Well, if Leyplain that in the text, can 
we show them? 

The phone rings, he darts upstairs 

Ck: PIL take that asa yes, 









? 
red pencil finish (1988). "With this 

Solution | proved to myself that | could draw ‘phato-realistcally’ by ee, without relying onthe Atograph—which is basically an oldtashioned tracing machine and something | 
didnt want to become dependent on.” BELOW: Oil portraits of lette and Clark Rossby Alex (1989), done in an effort to pet portrait work 
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In 1993, Ross received his first commission from 
DC Comics. It_was for an illustration of 
Superman, for the cover of a prose novel called 
Superman: Doomsday & Beyond. Recalls editor 
Cc les Kochman: “I'd just started working for 
DC Comics in January 1995, and one of the first 
projects I was editing was a tie-in to the ‘Death of 
Supern storyline that was running in the 
comics. Bantam Books was publishing an adult 

to havea hardcover by Roger Stern that was goi 
| m e graphic cover approach, and their young 

pub. readers division, where I used to work, w: 
lishing a junior no 

“T wanted the bs 
ation by Loui 
k to 

something to distinguish it fron 
painted cover— 

do the job, and handed me a f 
through. They were all talented, 4 
something about the work of this 4 
that stood out from the others, I 
sample in particular: The Human orch, from a 
series to be published that fall called Marvels. Vd 
never seen a comic book illustration|that realistic. 
It was as if the man were really on ffre. I thought, 
if the Human ‘Torch were real, thjs is what he 
would look like. It was startling, especially in the 
context of the time—no one was painting super 
heroes then, at least not in the way Alex was, 

“I called Alex up,” recalls Kophman, 
offered him the assignment, whi 
think he'd jump at—here’s DC 
offering him his first chance to d 
and for a high-profile project; n6 lesp, But instead 
I had to convince him to do it. I hall to win him 
over.” Actually, Ross's reservations {nvolved him 

“and 
you would 

Jmics calling, 
Superman, 





having to render the Man of Steel with long hair, a short- ters) was released, Alex was catapulted to Beton Tie | 
lived modification adopted by the then-current edit stage was finally set—now what did he want to do next? 
team, But no such “restrictions” were ever given. Ale ‘The answer lay in the DG Gomies universe. Kingdom 
re appreciated that I was able to render the clas hology of Superman, 
sersion of the character—I felt strongly about that, 
vas thrilled to draw Superman in an ‘official’ capacity: superheroes) was published in 1096/40 Grea aud 

Ross finished the cover that May, and the book was pub ercial success. But more on that later, In order to 
lished in August, When Marvels (a painted mini- appreciate the impact of Ross's re-imagining of these classic 
chronicling the early history of the Marvel Gomics charac eae first take a look at each of them, starting with , 

(OPPOSITE: Mare preparatory shetches fr Superman: Doomsday & Beyond, 
A (Bantam Books, 1993). BELOW: The final cover image, 



MY FRIEND. 
WILL SOON 
BE ROUNDING 
THAT CORNE!2! 
AND WHEN HE 

ES 

As I grew Teould run faster ©) 9 
older, 1 than anything” 
discovered. 

trouble, 
as 

Tcould 
defy 
gravity. 



IF it must be asked—Why do these characters exist in the first place? 
then all answers lead back to Superman. The 1958 brainchild of two 
swish teenagers from Cleveland, Ohio, the Man of Steel is the first and 

greatest of what the twentieth century deemed “super heroes.” Write 
Jerry Siegel and artist Joe Shuster’s creation was nothing less than the 
Golem of th an all-powerful mythic being brought into our 
realm to solve our injustices, to defend the defenseless 

In this sense, Ross takes the idea to the next log 
rendering him in what appears to be actual flesh and blood. Alex was 

6 TY, nd radio actors have 
pion, An 

not the first to do so- 
sof the 1920s Super st sine pulp m: 

il 30s ire that led to comie books—traditionally had fully 
painted covers, But what makes Ross's approach unique to Superman 

ut the other DC characters is twofold. First, on the page we simply 
hem this way. Second, it wasn’t just th 

them differently, it was as if now we were allowed to really see them for 
ct was like 

rh 
the first time. ‘The ef 
someone you'd only rd about 

FIGHT. Superman takes oft in a painting fr the 
lenticular cover of Superman Forever June 1998), 
OPPOSITE, TOP: Siegel and Shuster’ original ‘ 
eatin, fom a 1940s Sunday newspaper stip. 

CPPOSITE, BOTTOM. A detail ofthe two-page 
ngin of Superman, painted for Superman: 
Peace on Earth (1998) 44 
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1938). OPPOSITE. TOP: Detail ofa 1991 pencil ketch af Superman's head 
ed fora Pentcular cover of Superman Foyer #1 une 1998). 

BELOW. A recreation of Joe Shustrs cover (opposite, lower 
OPPOSITE, LOWER LEFT Ren-andink study of Cla Kent changin 



‘That's very important—Su 
buit never like a conti 









‘ABOVE: The back cover of Superman #1 (Summer 1939) featured this iconic Joe Shuster 
‘drawing of Superman breaking chains, which Ross recreated (below right) forthe back 
cover of Superman: The Complete History (Chronicle Books, 1998). OPPOSITE, TOP. 
‘Superman takes off, in the last of a sequence of paintings forthe lenticular cover of 
‘Superman Forever #1 Une 1998), OPPOSITE, BOTTOM: Superman pencil turnarounds for 
video game development (1999) RIGHT AND BOTTOM LEFT: Thumbnail concepts for 
‘Superman Peace on Earth display (1998), 
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font of time, 





orytine,” he saya "so Ta 
All of those sketches are based on phi 

Frank Kasyothat had been taken for Marvets, whieh 
was still ng. This 

ground 
upper left-corner is Ross's first 

jan’s chest symbol would look 
0 for the project. “I's 

etic simplicity, The negative spaces 
sad of yellow, to 

Hl or Lois Lane she has been kil 
usw 

parker to various depictions early in his eareet before 
Follow was 
This page fearures Noss's first offielal DC sealpuure 

from 1998. 4 statue of Superman as he appears in 
Kingdom Come, approximately thirteen inches tally It 
was cast in resin, painted a metallic steel colok and 

£1,000, “Liried to make thisthe 
efor all E knew Pd new 

limited to an edition 
flimate Superman st 

the ch 
1 submitted: “1 wanted to capture hi 

pose. which was o 

the story—in Ainedom Come he's very much humbled, 
V didn't want hi on bis hips. which is 

This way, becanse he'S it 
repose, because he’s 
up looking ever 



R gt ae i § lishop34997317.taobao.com 

This painting was created in iin 
life-size” cardboard display inane 

shops. “I was trying to relace Vim 
at power through a modest Willa 

That's what Superman should alii” 
how do you do that? By keepin 
together and pointed outwai Ay keepiny 
the hands in fists but relatively 1 
his sides, his chin straig! forward 
that the cape does all his wiki 
creates a flamboyant sense of fiaiiiintihnan 

OPPOSITE: Superman studies for 
Kingdom Come (1933). 





ABOVE AND BELOW Shet inal painting forthe title page of Superman: Peace on Earth (1998), 
(OPPOSITE: Ross's re-creation of the classic cove for Superman vs. The Amazing Spider-Man (1976), marking 

> the first time Marvel and DC Com s characters appeared together in a story. “A seminal pop culture 
‘experience of my youth,” says Ross, “The grandiosity ofthe format [10° x 14"] was overwhelming, as if the 
try itself said ‘This needs tobe this large.” DC and Marvel put their diferences aside and their finest 
talent forward think it was the best thing th involved ever did.” The original cover, onthe lower let, is 

Infantino, Ross Andru, and Dick Giordano. Ross was careful not to alte it, "When painting this 
1d #89, January 1995), | didn't want to put my spin on it or change anything 





BELOW Three turnaround views, in pencil, for video game development (1999). 
OPPOSITE: Detail of sculptor Mike Hil'slite-size wax dummy of Ross's version of Superman (2000). 

gs and made them into a physical likeness 
in the first place.” And w J. Lhad 

where he's p 1 ki e, or George Reev 
Keann Reeves Tn 1999 Hi i recogni a iperman.” 

c nd eagerly added the sculpture to his 
whole thing was Mike's idea. I gave 

Speak active Wel Thi Pion dravcings.Teven got im fabric the color 
something real and make it fake. This was the opposite—I was just right. We had a ball working on that thing. 
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"Superman surveys Metropolis fram thie top ofthe Daily Planet Building in 
this streamlined art forthe ever of Superman Adventures #58 (August 
2001), The comic book was a ten title Uf the Superman animated TV 
series ofthe laté-1990s, The sleek style hee, inspired by the shows 
designe, Bruce Tine 2 $ 



ABOVE: Superman breaks through—art we 
forthe cover ofthe San Diego comic boo 

tion program (August 1 







BE COMICS CELEBRATES 60 YEARS 
OF THE GREATEST ARCHTYPES 

1393 
(999 
2000 
eon 

OF THE MEDIUM. 

THESE WERE THE FIRST 

SUPERMAN: PEACE Ol tnt 
BRIAN x 
SHAAN! MONSTER. SOCIETY zeae 



MeL ble ON PARTE. 
Superman: Peace on arth, with text by 

award-winning writer Paul Dini, tells 
the Man of Steel might try to combat the 
hunger problem, a concept that harkens 
1940s, when Siegel and Shu 

And so, he fails mise 

» UNICEI 
$81,000 was 

and that he must lead: by 
one for each book |, that’s what Mex trie 
put his money where his mouth is. It was a very generous 

Paul was really up to the 
ays Ross. “He has an ine 

characters and their 
material get absurd 

ne, He is al important te 

“The problem,” Pa used 
people. As far back as w 
always had problems wi 
Seems everyone's too bi 
on to what they've got 
their neighbors are doit 
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, SETI“G THE LocaTron, 

SWPEFIUA 1S SPERRIVGS CEFareeE COVGRSS 
HELE REQUESTING AID fossi@ly (VY HIS Quese 

7? USE fo RESERVES Co FEED Fe 
STRMNG MATIONS. 























BELOW. This recreation of Bob Kane's cove left) for 
Detective Comics #27 (May 1939) is actually a 
detail of page 18 from Kingdom Come #2 (1996). 
‘An overlay was created and added later to complete 
the scene for use as a trading card (note the 
“seams” running across the shoulders ofthe figure 
in the foreground). 

Changing the yellow shy to 2 midoight one 
heightened the drama. “And of course this Scene 
‘would only take place at night” 

CPPOSTTEEFT:A sketch forthe cover of what would 
eventually become Batman War on Crime started 
with the tile Fear (1999), OPPOSITE, 
RIGHT ches of the sequence created for 

the cover of Batman: No Man's Land #1 Vanuary 
1999), tot in a lenticular animation. 





c-creation of a detail of Bob Kane's cover (opposite. lower right) for Detective Comics #27 (May 1939). Tis 
i ginally appeared on the cover of Batman: The Complete History (Chronicle Books, 1999), 





‘These 1997 pencil sketches (opposite) are 
the first that Ross attempted in order to 
render a “modern” Batman—that is to sav. a 
version of him as part of DC's current 
continuity. All of the drawings are based on 
poses of Bruce Wayne's face as it appears in 
various panels of Kingdom Come. 

‘The bust from 2000 on this page marks 
the first attempt by Mike Hill to do a seulpt 
inspired by Ross, “I didn’t know lex 
personally.” he says, “I just did it because 1 
was such a fan of Maron Crime.” This photo 
is deceptively out of seale—the actual piece 
is only about seven inches tall, 

“The first time f saw it Twas really 
impressed with the attention to detail.” says 
Ross, “And I love that he looks older than 
we're used to seeing him—he has the 
weight of age, whieh is terrifie.” 
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fF distinction of Alex's 
of the Dark Knight Detective 

seem so radical tof 

HiVid fans of the classic comies versio 
Sf the character (me hem 
his modification is pretty drastic: you 
{an now look Batman right in the eye 

ce 1959, the Caped Crusader’s« 
had always been glowing white slit 
as inscrutable as they were fear-indu 
ing. But they do not translate into the 
Togic of the “real” world that Alex 
imagines, “The only thing that makes 

nse is for the eye holes in his ma 
to come right up to his upper ar 
lower eyelids,” he says. “Then the 

mask hecomes his face. But the eyes 
have to be exposed. They make him 
look more fearsome than if they're 

just white. 
uriously, this does not apply to 

Batman's appearance in Kingdom 
Come, because in that story (set 
future) he does not wear, 
fowl; he wears hi-teg 

's super-counterpart, “I 
shapes. “Set this next to similar busts I have of Val Kilmer andi Georges 

- Clooney,” says Hill, “and it looks like he's about to eat themyfor) 
breakfast. oa 











THE JOKER. 
Undoubtedly the greatest of all the Batman villains, the Joker 
first appeared in Batman #1 (Spring 1940), It is that versio 
that most inspires Mex, “Looking back at the or 

suit was intended to be black with purple bight 
Jerry Robinson artwork, it seems to me that the 

hts, whieh 
‘ou focus on is that makes the most sense—so the only thi 

vampirish, glowing clown head. When he appears, he's 
dressed to the nines, and the shocking starkness of his face 
puts terror into his vietiis. Also, he didn’t start off in the 
comies as this stick-thin anorexic guy—I wanted to give him 

z long and lean, but also physically mind it wouldn't have given him green hair and red lips the appearance of bei 
¢ turned his skin white powerful, not underweight. He was originally based om the chemical bath would only 

Courad Veidt in the 1928 silent movie The Man Who We adds the rest himself to complete the pieture. There's a 
Laughs, aud that’s what Pm seeking to capture—the true panel at the end of Barman #1 in which the Joker is 

¢ of Joker.” In the comics, the origin of the character stabbed and we see that his chest is white. [never fo 
toa vat of chemicals at —that—the realization that his whole body was white. K involves a small-time hood fallin, 

m itas the Joker Also, he can't die, whieh makes his color scem to represent a playing card company and emerging 
we've come to know, But Ross has lis own theories, “In my — that he is undead—more than simply a clown metaphor 
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"Case Study” a story by Paul Dini an 





My name is Richard Grayson, 
N otherwise known as | Pee a, 

—~ ~ TERT BY PAUL DIMI 
ART BY ALEK ROSS 

I know what you're thinking, The late hours, the 
cool gadgets, the death-defying action-this kid has 
itall. Yeah, sometimes it’s pretty cool. 

eel 

“out of our cireus, 
Then one night, it alt killed my folks as ¢ 
came to an end. There warning 

put ihe was an Yaccident? 
it Oller 

understood what] \8 He became my Mt was my chance to Best of all, it’s 

going through =| teacher, my big right some wrongs ME good to be part af 
quse he had been (brother, and my and fight for people a family again. 

himself: He offered (friend. teho couldn't, kind of Now life's nota 
ithe chance to join G modern-day circus anymore 
full-time in his war pbisdoud. Its an adventure. 

‘uncovered N 
1 found OWE oUt i e UB about the | 
but there Walano 0 Khakddown and 
J could te for} wanttl me to help { 
help. : him tring the killers 

fp deistice: 

I don't think 
kid worked har 
to prove himself or 
enjoyed it more 











BATMAN aL ON ERIE. 



APE WITNESSING THE Bo¥E pREeDicamenT (BEING 

ORePVANED OF BOTH PrReENTS IN ONE NIGHT By AN ACT 

OF VIOLENCE), Barony FOLLOWS HIM CURIQUSLY TS 

qe Pouce PRECINCT WHERE IT SEEMS THe Boy IS 

More yiviDL¥ ABRYCONED INTO A agsH, VIOLENT 

pCRcD. SEEwe HIMSELF iN THIS YounG KID OF 

Lomeepiz7/vE pbE To WHEY we LOST pS PARENTS, 

LeARTS The pRocesS OF GATHRAN QLESTION IME 

WHAT TRULY SEPARATES PEOPLE, AS THE EVENT 
THAT HE woul? CreviT WITH DEFINING HIS LIFE 

ANG CHARACTEIE CAN SO EASILY HAEPEN To ANOTHER, 



THE TRaveELOGUE oF CRIME, WE AS M0RE OF 

6F THE CiTYS many SINS BY Go INTD Phrecee FORMS 

WITNESSING POLICE CURRUPTION , INVEST (CATING 
MURDER 1E you Hime THIS js SHOWN TOO STRONG 

AS. LONG AS WE 1% oft To TryiN& OTHER WAYS 

Revresenr THIS) Ane CATCHING ivNAPPERS, 

VSED 

po 

Tht latT7T@e oF THESE / Think can BE 

T4RovGH THE WARRATIVE TO RELATE eEvEeny MoRE 
WITH RAPE ano TORTURE, BASE VILLAI~Y THAT COMES 















lr LasT, IN A WORLD TORN BY THE HATREDS AND} 
WARS OF MEN, APPEARS A WOMAN TO WHOM THE PROB 
LEMS ANO FEATS OF MEN ARE MERE CHILD'S Phar 
A WOMAN WHOSE {OENTITY 1S KNOWN TO WONG, @ 
WHOSE SENSATIONAL FEATS ARE OUTSTANDING IN 
FAST-MOVING. WORLO/ WITH A HUNDRED TIMES Til 
AGILITY AND STRENGTH OF OUR BEST MALE ATHLE 
AND STRONGEST WRESTLERS, SHE APPEARS AS 
THOUGH FROM NOWHERE TO AVENGE AN INJUSTY 
OR RIGHT A WRONG? AS LOVELY 48 APHRODITI 
AS WISE AS ATHENA — WITH THE SPEED OF ME 
GURY AND THE STRENGTH OF HERCULES ~— SHi 
18 KNOWN ONLY AS WONDER WOMAN, 6UT 
SHE 1S, OR WHENGE SHE CAME, NOBODY KNOW: 

Wwe) incorporates a “W" into thd * 
edification that was introduced 1p 

the eighties. The challenge with has always been to‘make her lopk 
physically imposing aid feminine t the sme time. She is, after all, an Amazon. if 

repaes for battle in this painting forthe cover of. 





make 
the 

EFT; Golden Age Wonder Woman 
Gol, designed by Ross and Chip 

ude Wonder Woman 
Masterpiece , 

dramings for Golden Age Wonder 
Woman doll ABOVE, RIGHT: Panel 
from Wonder Woman #1 (Summer 

1942). At by Hary Pete, RIGHT 
Re-creation by Ross, used a5 a 
ithograph included in the Ware 

Bros. Studio Stores edition of 
Wonder Woman: The Complete 
Histor (Chronicle Books, 2000) 

WHERE ~ = ? I'M IN HEAVEN? 





BELOW. Three turnaround views, in pencil, for video game development, from 1999) 
LEFT Art for Wonder Woman retail poster (2002). BOTTOM: Title page art for Won 
‘Woman: Spirit of Trath, (2001). OPPOSITE, BOTTOM: Two views, in pencil for video 
ame development, from 1993, 

ly a goddess come to Earth, 
Like Superm: irations of 
humanity, nd women 















BELOW Mary Marel sar in thi 2, eventually used onthe cover 
tain Marvel by Bll Parker and C.C. Bech, featuring the secret subterranean 

jaced Gluttony, Shth, and Lust with 
5's recreation ofthe panel from the Captain Marvel origin sequence 

canal wok from I (OPPOSITE, TOP: Ptellsketeh study of Captain Marvel 
of Alter Ego #16 (uly 2002). OPPOSITE, BOTTOM: Pa 
tunnel that is home to the ancient wizard Shazam. Note the Seven Deadly 
Selfishness Laziness, and Injustice. From Whi Comics #1 (February 1940). BOTTOM 

from the o in of 

in Shazam! Power of Hope (2000), 

It is San or diesiard Captain Marve! fans like oss that the 
ine ition of Superman or Batman, But 

Weallize is that in whe mid 1940s—1 

Palekeethe Marvel Bamily titles outsold. 

‘And Captain Marvel provided 
11 COMMERADIE were ro. ':xcly copied: the iden of a 

os, gifl side? cal quick cA MMenHes, 
super boy hero. I feel 1 just serafehed the surface with Whal PVE done 

heradoest have nea? 
certainly used to.“ What 114 

£ the comics industry 
anything else, Superman andl 
the roots o! 0 many concept 

with Captain Marvel and the Maryel Family. I hope I can return to them someday 



very myste 
avy eyebrows, squinty 

eyes, Bel rdo) so-he's not just a 
handsome but very specifically 
somebody. An as it, that somebody 
was originally Fred MacMurray. ‘Phat’ yfio 
E.G. Beck based his look on.” Va 

4 
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OTTOM: A detail from Captain Marvel's erigin sequence in 
am! Powe of Hope (2000), BELOW: Neal Adams's drawing 
1976 calendar featuring the DC h 

for Ross's final pane inthe sequence. OPPOSITE, TOP. Captain 
Marvel tames a rampaging volcano in Power of Hope, a scene 
that mimics his pose trom (below it) Whiz Comics #1 (February 
1940), Art by C.C, Beck, OPPOSITE, BOTTOM: A pencil study 
forthe cover of Power of Hope, and the final art. 

provided the basis 

om the names of 
the ancients I had 
JSashioned my own. 

By invoking it, the 
boy would become 
the mightiest hero 
in the, world. 

POWER OF HOPE. 
In many ways this book is a childhood dream come true,” recalls DC 

When Alex and I first spoke, we discovered 
nal Ca 

Comics editor Charles Kochman, 
we both shared a love for the ori in Marvel. In conceptualizing 
the series of tabloids, this was the book that excited us from the start. His 
story had everythi ster of sidekicks and a terrific origin, an amazin, 
villains, and a super hero who embodied the ultimate in wish fulfillment 
Not only could Billy Batson become an adult at will, with just one im: 
word—'Shazam!'—he could become an adult with superpowers. And he was 
not just ay super hero, he was the World’s Mightiest Mortal. If one were 
to indulge in that favorite childhood pastime of “Who is stronger than 

for my money, Captain Marvel was the strongest of them all 
Creating a story that lived up to that hyperbole was actually easy, For all his 
grandeur, deep down Captain Marvel was just a little boy. And that's how 
he sees the world, He's very, very human, | think Power of Hope is perhaps 

Ross a the most human of all the stories Paul and Alex have told, 7 
There was originally a lot more of the Shazam cast in the script, but that 

would have taken away from the focus we wanted to give it, which was the 
very human seale of how Captain Marvel would deal with troubled children, 
because he is essentially a child, too, 

“SHAZAM!" 
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ciginal Golden Age guises, for use as re 
Direct, 2001), BELOW: Golden Age Green 
Martin Noell, and Golden Age Fash, art by 
both from All Star Comics 

Purcell 
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ROOTING FoR 
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|ABOVE, OPPOSITE: Two pages from Alex’ fist comic book work for OC Comics, Sandman Mystery Theatre 
‘Annual #1 (Kugust 1994), written by Matt Wagner. RIGHT; A pin-up from Sandman: Gallery of Dreams < 
(1994). OPPOSITE, BOTTOM: Golden Age Sandman from AllStar Comics #3 (Winter 1940), art by Chad , - 
Grothhoot. > ; 

1 also opened the door to a relation 
1 Vert ship with Karen Be 

would later lead to my Cele Sa 













ABOVE: The iconic album cover for Queen i! Elektra Records, 1974, photographed by 
Mick Rock) has been an inspiration to Ross since he frst saw it as a child. “My 
favorite band, and my favorite album cover ever. stole t 
figure placement to make what is probably the most popular group shot of the Justice 
League Ive done yet, The Original Seven" (overeat), ABOVE RIGHT; An early sample 
{or DC editors Neal Porner and Mike C 

ig technique and the 

gue (1992). This 
0). RIGHT: Ross's 
(1994), 

‘would eventually form the bass for JLA: The 
first commission to paint the OC Universe, for 
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OPPOSITE: A work in 
progress, (and reversed 
at that), this detail from 
the origin of Foun Jon 
eventually appeared. in 

RIGHT, At fort 
Manhunter retail 
(OC Direct, 2000). BELOK 
A panel from the ft 
Martian Manhun 
fiom Detective 
#225 (November 1955) 
‘ty Joe Certa, BOTTOM. 
Yonn Yonzz in tight, a 
detail from JLA: Liberty 
and Justice (2003), 



MARTIAN MANHUNTER. 
Otherwise known as J'onn J'onzz (pronounced “Jo! 
Manhunter from Mars made his debut in. Detective Comic == 

25 (November 4955). He has superstrength, car Alyy reads: > 
minds,and has the Ghameléon-like ability co"shiftihi€sh 2 
His weakness. is fire, and®fie iso has a. mragic-sile: like, 
Superman, he is thaonty sijemiBer of- Niseface on "Earth, “PVE 
always found Mankunter. to. be one af tien yersotially. 
compelling DC figures|bedtuse of his Solitary 

d disconnect-1 felt as a-teeiiager/Or 
jature. Forme he 

embodies the dista 
maybe it’s the fact thavJ realized I too would be bald someday.” 







> © twists, he stretches, he 
1 mold himself into 

household object imaginable 
and do it with a 
Cole’s 1941 creat 
one of the all-ti 
greats. “ 
first to co 
super hero 
he's the best. The 

y of it too seriously, He 
exploits himself in ways none of 
the other characters ever do, 
plus he's jus That 

always hidden only 
ality. 

his ¢ 
adds to that 

‘BELOW Plastic Man by Jack Cole trom Plastic Man 
#2 (hugust 1944). LEFT: Ross re-creates the scene 
in this detail from the origin of Plastic Man from 
Ith Secret Origins (2002). RIGHT: At for Plastic 
Man retal poster (DC Direc, 2000), 
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(OPPOSITE: A detail ofthe rigin of Green Arrow (seen here with his teen sidebick, 
Speedy from JLA: Secret Origins (2002). BELOW LEFT: Pencil sketch of Green 
Arrow with his fellow Justice Leaguer and love interest, Black Canary. RIGHT: Art 
for the Green Arrow retail poster (DC Direct, 2000). BOTTOM RIGHT: Green Artow 
a drawn by Neal Adams, from Green Lantern #76 (Api 1970} 

The Robin Hood of the DC pantheon 
Green Arrow made his first appearan 
inside the pages of More Fun Comics 
#75 (November 1941), In the late 1960s 
he got his “new look” courtesy of artist 
Neal Adams and became the de facto 
super hero voice of the Left. Featured in 
several ground-breaking stories co-starring 
Green Lantern and written by Dennis 
O'Neil in the early 1970s, the alter ego of 
Oliver Queen took on topics such as 
racism and dr 1 previ 

din mainstre ously unexplo super 
hero comics. “Another personal favorite 
he’s the voice of the concerned liberal of 
all comics, speaking out against the vanity 
of what goes on around him in super 
hero culture. 

fo render him without thinking of 
Neal Adams seems impossible. Adams 
brought to him a goatee, which for some 
reason made him stand out as a hippie 
He's the first hippie super hero. 
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NX WML sive sash MOD 
\ ‘The Mercury of the DC Comics mythos, the Flash is the Mau/Alive, thanks 8 > 

laboratory accident that bathed scientist Barry Allen in a sA)(/fulof ¢hemicals that 
Miruck by lightning. Allen emerged with the power/Ai/Alpenfyeed. The dastwas 
reintroduced with a new look in 1958, ushering in MASI gr Age” of! comics. The 
revised character design was by artist Carmine Infan SQV AMCs gye of the greatest refine. 
ments of a costume. In Infantino’ hands the Flash Pe thing mach greater thay y 
the Mercury of his inspiration. A much tleaner gud 1p ie was in the Golden Aga 

ie of the few married slembers off the Jusnpedlagaiiel Ale Flashy lias, as Ross putsiit, 
sense of being a judi ‘regular gl” sat 

>. 



Opposite: A detail from the origin of the Flash, from JA 
‘Secret Origins (2002), BELOW: The Flash whisks some 
would-be bank robbers ta jal in ths detail ofa page. / 
from JUA Liberty and Justice (2003). LOWER RIGHT 
Poncll setehes for he Fash retail pos 





Opposite: A detail from the origin ofthe Flash, from 
JA Secret Origins (2002) RIGHT: Art for the Flash 
‘etal poster (OC Direct, 2000) 



BLACK CANARY 
One of the most notable of the female Justice 1 early DC char 
Leaguers, Black Canary actually dates back to of comies. The model for this poster art was especially 
1947 and was originally a member of the Justice emtici Ross to work with. “This is my 
Society. She's romantically linked to Green wile, TJ, posing as one of Paul Dini’s favorite 

sonic seream to vanquish characters, And ‘Td. is my favorite character Arrow, and ust 
foes. “I've been telling Mex for years that 
should do a book called Black Canary and 
Zatanna: Power of Fishnets, says writer Paul 
Dini, “and 1 will keep telling him.” 

SUPERGIRL. 
She's Superman's Kryptonian cousin, and she has 
had many different outfit designs since her comics 

There have been W@jgral versions of Batgirl, but her 1966 
the Batman television series of 

debut in Superman #125 (August 1958). All were = 
incarnation, based variations of her famous kinsman’s, “This is the ver vf i ctiae The Rae : 70s. a A that year, is the most Amiliar, “The biggest distinction 

sion of her cost I first saw in the id- 1970s. 
Page : i I SF 4 y between her and Batman) is that the inside of her cape 
RPE Se eGo a, = is yellow. But otherwise she was way ahead of the Dark 

eae a enn Wrnats to fit in on Knight with her black body suit, something he would 
acquire much later in the movies. She also throws Robin 
into sharp relief, because she looks so much more like 
Batman than he does.” 



© Now 

League #104, (February 
1973), At by Nick Cardy 

At by 
Mike Esp 
Retail poste for JU 
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THE LEGION OF SUPER-HEROES. 





PORTRAITS OF VILLAINY. 













ABOVE: Cover at for A: aN 
uly 2002) featuring Alan Moore's Swamp Thing, Joh 

and all ofthe Watchmen 
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WHOSE WILL BE DONE? 
The seeds of Kingdom Come were planted 

the staff at DC Comics (or anyone 

mean and how their roles in their world would, 
evolve, He made copious notes and sk 

ae \ NS 

RIGHT: A resin-cast bust of Norman MeCay, 

es r 
shoal apps 

k—it's Ross's f the every yoni of Kingdom Come, 
work for DC, But itis presented her based onthe likeness of Ross's father, Clark 

1 introduced, in 0 
Ross's thought process 
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At the outset of Kingdom Come, we find that Superman has retired 
and secluded himself from the world for ten years. It’s eventually 
revealed that this is a result of the murder of Lois Lane by the Joker, 
and the subsequent kill e Joker by a new upstart meta-human 

ed Magog. Magog represents the “jut ion 
super heroes that has replaced the Justice League. 

Superman is eventually coaxed out of retirement by Wonder 
Woman. She directs his attention to the destru 
Kar the hands of Ma, k it upon 
himself to hunt and eliminate one of Superman's 

ion of 

oldest foes, the Parasite, and in the process pro 
duced a nucle: 
b 

reaction that laid waste to the 
dbasket of America. Superman decides 

enough is enough—order must be restored 
He resurrects the Just ue and 

clean up its act and join him o 
ftfer the consequences. This 
sets the stage for the battle to 
end all battles, as superbeings 
choose sides, and an understand 
ably shell-shocked United 
Nations makes plans of its BELOW LEFT, Superman as we frst see him in Aingdom 

Come #1 (1996), apparently working on a farm, which Is 
actualy a holographic projection jn his artic Fortiess of 
Solitude This pose is both a nod to the cover of Superman 
11 (Summer 1939) and an allusion to Christ earning the 

\, c7oss. "1 wanted to take things to the pent fevel—it 
Superman had long holt at one time, then initial in 
\ ‘Kingdom Come be's:have a ponjtall and it would bo 

saying. | red to apply this Kind of thinking to all of 
the characters—how they would bred, and what 

vould resul." OPPOSITE At forthe back of 
«Kingdom Come Teshit (1996), 

own to destroy them 
Meanwhile, Lex Luthor. 

Superman's greatest and oldest 
foe, assembles the Human 
Liberation Front—a team of 
thinly disguised supervillains to 
whom he reveals the ultimate 
secret. weapon: C 
who is mysteriously under Luthor’s 

control 
And then 

Bauman, who doesn't trust Superman, 
's the matter of 

and recruits his own army, with its own 
agenda, 
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MeCay becomes Dante to the Spectre’s Virgil, and Phe two pass 
rinth of the story 

himself 
ral compass. “The 

tuyseon att unheard through the Byzantine 
and its many components. In the end itis MeCiey whe mn 
known to Superman, providing the story's # 

1 McCay could br 
super-powered characters and their responsibilities, He co 

the ethical challenges between the 
I teach 

sof and the G the Spectre how to react, as opposed 
Christinas.” And what did Clark think 

He didn't sn icon? anid what f wanted to do at first,” says Ale, 
but he trusted me, He always docs. Making hin a major eliracter 
ithe story not only worked aesthetically, it gave me at reason to 

speuda lot more time with him, which was wonderful.” Clark agrees: 
“tt was fun, But a 

ion. L'm very proud of that, and proud ta be part of 
portant, Nelson's work always has a stron 

OPPOSITE, UPPER LEFT: Clark Norman Ross, in 
cone of Alex’s many reference photos of his father 
as Norman McCay, OPPOSITE, LOWER LEFT: 
Ink drawing of MeCay for the novelization of 
Kingdom Come (Warner Books, 1998). OPPOSITE, 
RIGHE The Spectre first makes himself known to 
McCay, also from the novelization of Kingdom 
Come. ABOVE, FAR RIGHT: The same scene from 
‘Kingdom Come #1 (1996). RIGHT: Unpublished 
shetch of McCay in profile (1997), 
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sdom Come, Bats 
yromised an 

a network 

For most of Ki 
YH} long-since 

Gotham City w 
A itdays huge b 

wears a metal & 
the toll of a | efighting. “The 

ne his persona—his costume days are well 
But I co dn't resist suiting him up for 

like the cavalry, and 

’s original 
drawings, and adapted them to a suit of 
armor.” 

LEFT: Ross's frst design for Batman's armor (cca 
1983), which would undergo many revisions (below) 
belore he was happy with it. OVERLEAF, BELOW LEFT 
Some of Ross's many preliminary character sketches 
forthe enormous cast of Kingdom Come ctca 1993), 

THE_FIRST Cone. 3 
TRAWME FoR ye a 
Kw6Pom tome Batman 

Wey, 
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‘OPPOSITE, BOTTOM: Preliminary character sketches for possible inclusion 
{in Kingdom Come (circa 1993). ABOVE, LEFT Peni 
promotional posteriadvertisement for Kingdom C 
McCay was repositioned forthe final at (above, ight), placing him atthe 
bottom for emphasis. The Spetre’s cloak and hand loom omino 
background. “This was tobe the fis ‘oficial look atthe seis, and it 

forthe first 
Note that Norman 

yin the 

had to have a sense of mystery. wanted to show the heres so you'd have 
to recognize them ty their faces and not theit 
Woman, Batman/Bruce Wayne, Captain Marvel, Sup 
uy you've never seen before — my dad-—bringing up the rear 

slumes— Wonder 
an, and then the 
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ZapTAN. VARVEL- 
ic confrontation with Superman is symbolic 

wd DC Comics in the 1940s 
ent on their copyright 10 

Su , « character years later 

n MADas inspiration.” For most of the story, Marvel 
(in the guise of a now-grown Billy Batson) is 

finnocent, really — 
with power to rival 

Superman's,” 

the Guleg, » super-prison 
‘ult to. house’ all those. who 
‘oppose Supermay, Art trom 
Revelations, supplement. to 

Kingdom Come (Graphitti 
Designs, 1897), 

LEFT nate case tole 

the limited edition hardcover of 

‘ 



BELOW The Kingdom Come Captain Marve ation figure, 
sculpted by Tim Bruckner (DC Direct, 2003). OPPOSITE, 
LEFT: horrified Norman McCay watches Billy Batson 
struggle to become his alter ego Captain Marvel, in art 

‘Kingdom Come novelization (Warner Books, 
OPPOSITE, RIGHT: The last page of Kingdom Come 

#3 (1996) sets the stage forthe mayhem to begin in #4 
Who is the stronger of the two? “Realistically, Captain 
‘Marvel should win, which is ironic, given that Superman 
is better bnown, But Captain Marvel is the ‘World's 
Mightiest Mortal 





Come #3 (1996), RIGHT: Superman 
League ative 

‘on the scene in Kingdom Come 82 
(1996), 



RIGHT The Kingdom Come Hawkman action figure, 
Sculpted by Jim Shoop (OC Direct, 2003), BELOW: 
awhman i introduced as theultimate eco-warrior 
(Kingdom Come #1 (1996), 

“Determining the evolution of the 
characters was great fun. Hawkman 
would become Hawkgod. His look is 

based on his original mask from the 
1940s. He's become a real bird-man_ 

ity, a reincarnated 
Egyptian prince.” 





og was an idea of Mark Waid’s, a 
tion to the over-the-top depiction 

‘of super heroes in the 1990s by artists 
like Rob Liefeld. Thi 

«recall the gold 
horns on his 

alf—Magog is 
false idol perman has to bring 

1, the way Moses did. Ultimately, 
Magog is somet z of a sympathetic 

d than feared, 
he’s pretty much out of 

the story, and all he has left is to pick 
up the pieces.” 

figure, more to be 
Mier this see 

LEFT. The Kingdom Come Superman action figure, sculpted 
by Tim Bruckner (DC Direct, 2003), BELOW: Art trom 
Kingdom Come #2 (1996), OPPOSITE, TOP: Superman 
2aps Captain Marvel, inthis pencil rough for Kingdom 
Come # (1996), 







BELOW: One of Batman's Kingdom Come armor de armor designs, 
‘raw by Rass inthe “animated” style of Broce Timm (1995), 



RIGHE: A concept for Batman's helmet Wat combines his 
Sina cow! with the countenagée ot Oarth Vader 
1984 BELOW The final- ant forthe cover of King 

3 (1996) Ross wos relactat to evel the look 
iho WaSH to appear in cnstuse ut the las issue. "There 
wast’ iy way around if, ough Te alternative was to nat 
Shieh on the over tal, which was ato! the question. 

‘OPPOSITE THe ist evidence we se of Bata inthe wold 
‘of pdom Come s one ol his massive erime-controling 
Bat-obols. The design is based-on the classic Batmobile 
<tr te cmies of ta 19505. 

tan, 















IT'S HAPPENING... © SUPERMAN 
JUST AS THE VISIONS CAME TOOLATES 
FORETOLD! WAR HAS bo 

BEGUN! = SOMETHING! 
FOR THE LOVE 
OF GOD-- 

PAGE OM 
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LISTEN TOME, CLARK. 
OF ALLIHE THINGS JOU CAN 
20. ALLYOUR, S. 
GREATEST HAS ALWAYS aN 

Tibeae YOUR INSTINCTIVE 
eneee: KNOWLEDGE, 

<y BUT THE MINUTE You 
MADE THE SUPER MORE 

IT WAS A GIFTOF 
YOUROWN HUMANITY. 
YOU NEVER HAD 7D IMPORTANT THAN THE MAW 11+ 
QUESTION YOUR CHOICES. THE DAY YOU DECIDED TO TURN 
INANY SITUATION 1 YOUR BACK ON MANKIND 1». 
(ANY GRIST KNEW THAT COMPLETELY COST” Jus 

YOU YOUR INSTINCT. 







Plans for a 

Kingdom, never came to 
Ross envisioned it. Hi: 

preparatory s 
these two 
with that title 

produced, but 
involved. 

Magog would kill ( 

chain of events with 
results.” How would 

that it coexisted 
ith the present, a resurrected 

nd is a warning to not 
repeat the fate of this alternate 

aving the current DC 
to find a different 
It’s probably for the 

didn't go through 





After the phenomenal success of Kingdom Come, Ross found 
WO! 1 Wil Fara Tifinelf lin an entiable jposliioeis fia: Gould uarnel what 

NEVER APOLOGIZE he wanted to do next, That he chose Uncle Sar isa FOR THE UNITED , -~ 

ler project 

ow beyond the super hero genre into the realm 
and historical commentary, That DG was 

willing to follow him there and support such a potentially 
h 

Hilty, Mex and 
controversial enterprise is also no small leap of 

Working wi 
writer Steve Darnall produced a surreal combination of James 

The History Channel, and The Twilight Zone 

1 editors Karen and Joi 

Montgomery Fl 
E Uncle Sam depicts what appears to be a homeless man’s delirium 

y of them horrifie and terrifying—while 
and his attempts to cope with first-hi 
America’s hist 

SiR, stumbli ipYou'u ) ough various locales both present and past in the 
jon’s. landscape 
The action starts ina mid-town Manhattan emergeney room: 

ed by orderlies and forcibly ejected as he babbles 
Sam.” clad in a disheveled version of his traditional star-spang 

garb, is dra, 
seemingly incoherent phrases like “Lam not a crook!” and “We p 
begin bombing in five minutes!” and “What a waste it is to lose 
one’s mind 

> 

St FAR LEFT Ross and Dareals Sam, a west see him in Uncle Som #1 (1997) 
OPPOSITE: Unpublished concept sketch forthe cover ofthe Uncle Sam trade paperback (1998), 











How was Uncle Sam received by fans 
used to capes and spandex? *\broad, 
the feedback was much mor 
han it was here,” says Ross, “1 suppose 
in retrospect that’s no mystery, but it 
surprised me at the ime, For example, 
it was the one thing Vd done that 
autracted the notice of (Matchen 
writer) Man Moore 

And did Mey learn anything from 
x on the book? “Oh, my God working 

yes. didn't make me anti-government, 
but it helped me put my fe 
perspective. The heart of this system is 
Hipposed to be based on ideals, but 
hose ideals have been compromised 

manipulated from the start. As 

“It’s a great historyessoy, the 

Darnall anfl R 

the old man throug}, Warrying 

journeys s put 

him across landsfapes of 
racism, fraud, thieyéry, cruelty, 

into country jyikshops and 

raising him high above.-the 
monuments of Washington, 

wain taking D.C., again and 
him to the edge of madness, 

and always with a sense of the 

absurd, of the impossible—the 

idea of a nation founded on 

> of the ideals as shining as thos 

U.S. of A. coming to seem, in 
these pages, more impossible 
than anything else. But, Uncle GENERATION 

3 ; vous win 
Sam finally says, that’s how it DESTINY! 3 UH-HuH. 

' TELL IT 10 THE 
was, and that's how it is. ‘Tuose, 

PARTNER, 
—GREIL Marcus 



Vhere’s a well-known quote 
that says: ‘Eternal vigilance is 
the price of liberty. And that’s 
the whole point of Uncle Sam 
America is a work in progress 
and you can't finally say it’s a 
success, because it’s never over 
Jefferson recommended a revo 
lution every generation or so 

STEVE DARNALL 



ABOVE: The Warren behind the ai 
fom Declaration of in 

Uncle Sam (1997). BOTTOM: The Kenedy assassination, 23 —S, 
seen through Sam's eyes 
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S 
THAT'S THE UNCLE 
SAM I REMEMBER, 

Su S| tHE crear 
ARSENAL OF 

‘4 DEMOCRACY. 





LEFT At for an Uncle Sam Tshirt (Graph 
Designs, 1997), which was merged with a 
crowd of faces for the final (lower lt) 
‘BELOW Shetch forthe cover of Uncle Sam #2 
(1997). The art appears on the overleaf 
OPPOSITE: Sketches, notes, andthe final art 
forthe last page of Uncle Sam #1 (1997), 



“Uncle Sam is probably the the most thoughtfully 

radical piece of truly popular culture I’ve seen in 
the past decade or so. Frightenizliii intense, and 

. -also sad in the most eloqug patriotic in 
all the ways that mattered, to all tlifthings that 

Jone might justifiably be patriotic tg} 
Pave MARSH 

ABOVE: Ast for the cover of Uncle Sam #2 
(1997). OPPOSITE: Penc final at for 
the penultimate scene of Uncle Sam #2 (1997). 



“THAT’S THE BEAUTY OF FREEDOM YOU NEVER KNOW WHAT HAPPENS NE 
AND THE ONLY WAY TO KNOW HOW FREEDOM WORKS IS TO WORK AT IT.” 

from Uncle Sam #2 (1997) 







WE ‘ft 

ALEX Hib 

ess suggested thatthe same lighting and poston of he 
id be maintained, while changing the: ques 

stance. The light source would naw come fiom bullets 
righting ot of his chest This deal Also allows for 
‘Superman's conc "S" Yo Meraly. shine, Ross added 
seth of OC Cons logo trom thee 1870s, just for tun) 

ot used to typography running thraagt the midcle of his | 
Ross nonetheless tried t and was Surprisingly pleased. | 

fact that this design has ao Ompact even reduced in j Wg 



d 

THE PRO 
What better way to demonstrate how Ale works th 

king of this book's cover? First, we discussed 
the phone 

published super hi 
a pr 

to copy 
pose while keeping 

its lighting The 
ricocheting bullets worked for both of us bes 
provided a light souree that also symbolized str 
liked the implication that the 

wok, don’t ask me why:) 

(lalso 
ig at the ler was shoo! 

He faxed me his sketches ordinary 81/2 x 11 
ite). 1 nlarged the one on the lower right to 

a blank book 
chief for approval. 

state you could tell 

nt, 

1e, Wrapped iL aro 
ad presented it to our edito 

pel-whi 
ngage 

11 its distressed black 
‘onic prese 

ng. Composit face. And since 
sweall know who Superman is, it was easy to pic 

With th 

os. TYP 
design approved, Ross w 

ally, his 1 
costume, epending on the 
too, though less so now that Ross 
his own (see above). What 
connect 

vary 
I photo studio of 

subj 
person grounds me to the work, 
whieh is not infinite, 1 wish it wi 

rs is tl 

my in 
it’s not. If 1 Lever looked at was comic books for 

g 1 diel would just be flat, fn 
othe real world, It 

then everythi 

is more like error, Aeryl 
ce it dries, that’s 

oa italso 



Ross's biggest breakthrough as an illustrator came in June 1987 at the American 
Academy of Art, when he was introduced to the use of live models, “Before that 
Thad no idea how much I could grow asa drafisman, It was a huge turning point, 
because all through grade school I hadn't so much as drawn from photographs— 
Pd always thought that you had to make it all up out of your head, and that’s how 
you did ‘fa Te fT would have developed even sooner 

had I drawn from life as a child.” 

“With the reference phi 
more so and much harder than the face or th 
ground the figure, and it’s harder to ‘chen 
with this particular piece, but it is with most.” Does he ever feel h 
longer need to photograph Frank Kasy to do 
‘Sometimes, But do I still enjoy doing the shoots and lear 

have to teach me? Definitely. Why stop when [still have access to him? I'l 
always have something new to discover from the live model, Always.” nee 
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1 very Neon Renaissance—and 
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